Calcification of elastic fibers in human atherosclerotic plaque.
The present study was undertaken to systematically investigate whether calcification of elastic fibers occurs in human atherosclerotic plaques. Fourteen carotid artery segments obtained by endarterectomy were examined by a combination of electron microscopy and cytochemistry. The analysis demonstrated that calcification of elastic fibers occurred in all 14 specimens. Two distinct types of calcification of elastic fibers were identified. In type I calcification, elastin itself was observed to undergo calcification and no visible structural alterations preceded the calcification. In type II of calcification, structural alteration of elastin preceded calcification of elastic fibers and included vacuolization of elastin accompanied by the accumulation of neutral lipids and unesterified cholesterol within altered elastic fibers. In type II calcification, calcified deposits were found to form in an association with unesterified cholesterol. Type II calcification was widespread throughout the plaque matrix while type I calcification occurred only in the deep portions of plaques.